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IPRO 333

The IIT Reality: Finding a Job
Problem
Help students in finding a job after graduation
Previous Semesters

Fall 2005: Organization
- Script creation

Spring 2006: Filming
- Students, Companies, Experts

Fall 2006: Production
- Screening, Editing, Compiling
Fall 2006

- Viewed footage filmed previous semesters
- Filmed additional scenes as needed
- Learned to edit film
- Compiled film into final video
Screening Challenge

Team Challenges:
Job Fair    Onsite
On Campus   Offision

DVD Conversion
DVD viewing:
  Time and resource limits

Time stamping
  4 people each video X 2 viewings
  90 hours

Obstacles
Filming Challenge

Film production

Lights

Location

Script
Filming Completed
Practice filming
“Being late for an interview”
Follow up of Rob Todd

Obstacles
Film Crew
Something is missing...
Editing Challenge

Obstacles:

Time: 7–10 hours per each minute edited

Equipment: Where to edit video?

Training: Scheduling
Editing Training

Partnership with DMC (Digital Media Center)

Editing Tool: *Final Cut Pro*

Computer based program tool for editing film

18 training hours
12 practice hours
8 iMac
Compiling Documentary

- Choosing video
  - Cutting clips
  - Sequencing

- Editing Film
  - Added transitions
  - Inserted text for cogency
  - Audio and voice over
Viewed challenge videos

Ideas

Criticism

Obstacles

Deciding on story line

Technical

Resources
QuickTime™ and a DVD/VCPro - NTSC decompressor are needed to see this picture.
Summary

37 videos
+
90 hours viewing
+
30*6 hours training
+
400 hours editing
=
1 video
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